Just want to say your questions were way better than the other one- at least you let us pick what we wanted- they made us pick them all- and that killed me to do-so good luck with this and all that follows from this-

Before i even think, repair MH, think- i just need to say their so misery oriented, trapped, indoctrinated, whats it going to do- it only knows misery because the psyches do misery- their indoctrinated into misery see do- trapped in it- we are to- just theyve got too much power and dollars behind them- and their spreading the disease- bins do what bins do- and their all indoctrinated from childhood , pretty much, up to thirties- so their bunnies- lol- cult bunnies- ever tried to free a cult person- virtually impossible- just saying. Dont mean to send helpless hopeless into the mix- just the mix is helpless hopeless designed- oriented.

Is it really possible to call anyone, anything, once youve drugged them with one of these. http://psychroachesadverseevent.blogspot.com/2009/03/zyprexa-adverse-reactions.html- each one of those have got 3000 reported and known adverse brain damaging side effects that reflect any and all Mental Illness diagnostic side effect descriptions/ terminologies, known to womanity.

How can you get your head around that, when its so glaringly obvious, any ideas,or, think about this- if all these so called Mentally ILL people- have been named and shamed and then unethically drugged with it,

(temporary amphetamine psychosis which is unethical to add drugs to, for ten full sleeps)

who shouldnt have been, and has been, ever since, then youve got to ask yourself, who's "REALLY", mad. when, who we think is mad, was made mad- when they say their mad, when you think their MI- thats another whole thing, Apart from what they did to mine, who, like i said, it was unethical to even add to.

SO-No one was mad- ever- to begin with- and i know theirs mad in the drugs- so you or anyone tell me what would anyone with any love in them do if they knew that- theyd never give up- they couldnt, wouldnt and shouldn,t give up. not against that sort of evil- and never for their own child- son daughter- brother sister/ mother father or loved one. anyone really.

the only thing that will fix MH - is for anyone who is a first episode bin visitor- must be able to refuse forced drugging- because theyre unethical and lie - theyve lost their credibility and respect- their authority has to at least be emended- to allow for that refusal especially when the report by the person or their family , loved ones, is that they have had street drugs- party drugs- amphetamines-
gunga - acid/lsd - etc- all temporary condiditons that need all the right/ ethical, care procesess, for drug indcued psychosis- "ten full sleeps" the waylaying of drug induced thinking- love-encouragement- feed them up- give them multi viatmins- and massive doses of Cs and Bs- and the number one treatment for all ills- sleep- so the drugs their effected by slowly but surely eliminate themselves both from their minds and their bodies. thats how you care for people effcted by street drugs.

I cant work it out, its like a glaring light burning my eyes out,I just cant get past, eat insanity, what are you going to get. Same as eating shit to me- ya gonna get bad breath, or Is it just me, does anyone else think like that. What am i missing. No ones ever been able to answer that satisfactorily with any degree of certainty, no Psychiatrist has ever answered it, i know that much.and

I cant get past that-

anyway the bottom line is no one can- you cant either-anyone reading this cant, because the only answer is the truth of it- and thats about as obvious, as obvious gets, really! and they cant, and wont answer it, so theirs no where to go, other than to address the proven wrong, no one wants to talk about, and make it right, right for my loved one- first- so were in a limbo, where weve got to get away from these insane people, and their insane drugs, and lingo,depressing lingo,authority, there is no other way, but we cant do that, cause when we try, we go mad, with those three thousand side effects- they get truned up in escape mode- then they just call you mad again, from this withdrawal insanity,neuroleptic withdrawl psychosis, and top up- as you would with any junkie. Usually, with all the harmful, and wrong ones, first, bins do rubbish, off to the tip with you,their angry, misguided, people,not very smart, and often with a well disguised latent evil bent, its a trun key thing,(you just cant do wrong, by dominating others, without it, hurting you, ultimately,thats the bottom line, and it causes anger for everyone, the most harmful of all side effects.) these are people, who take their, bully, do wrong, anger, out on traumatised, troubled, lost, usually drug effected, immature, people-their bullies with drugs and government power to control people- what do you expect thats going to make- makes sad mad and bad people- to me thats the same almost as the glaring side effects in the Zyprexa- its as obvious to me is what im saying, either way-its going to make you sick and angry-then sicker and angrier- as time goes by- theirs no escaping that- some people can , some people cant, thats the reality these bullies arent accepting that- their not acceptiong any wrong or mistake , even a maybe, on their part, their arrogant, and ignorant of what really matters, or matters more, trust, love, hope, respect, decency,honesty,ethical, they do silence- every time it comes to the crunch- out of their practiced, indoctrinated into them as well, arrogance- in true guilt style they do silence like criminals and crooks do.

Rehabs do recovery programs, healing programs, their honest good people- meaning good- they do relaxation programs, activicities, light work, small medium large group discussions where everyones included, and loving it, - they help people get over themselves, all the woe and the worry- and out of
their heads,- not into their heads like MH do. they do it with love- they dont do it with coercian or gorrillas or poisons or control orders, until your dead.

Bins are just the stand over factories for the main cult of Psychiatry-who partners with all world Governments, and drug dealing tycoons-,they do the naming and the shaming, stigmatising, the intial, addicting, traumatising, and drugging start up, authority process, letting them know their the authority- and this is what you get - rock the boat - and see what you get- until they understand and cede their autonomy-their free thinking- thought- then and only then- will they hand them over to the outside control team- the community addicting authority people, yeh bins hey, they do rubbish. This is my submission just on one thing- a Zyprexa- and its 3000 insane side effects. without me even going into 16 years of hell, and way more than i can afford to even go to- look at- feel or think about- i do that all day every day- mostly unless i can somehow turn the angst off- when the angst hinges on the damage done- and brain damage is brain damage- theres short term- and then theirs long term. leave it there hey. thanks for this- and good luck with it.

PS:one more thing- 75% of the MH budget is spent on making poeople really sick permanently- and keeping them sick in the community, on CTOs- then back to the bin- fro some more revolving door trauma- despair- because they cant and shouldnt have to live their lives stigmatised and drugged tired and alienated in the community- unable to work or have a life with a life or any life in it- the drugs shatter their confidence, and do it a little bit more every day the drugs bring them down and damage their brain a little bit more- so their reall hurting emotionally mentally and physically all with love- thanks psychiatry- government- and drug dealers- and all the bunnies who think its ok to force people to be and stay, sick. The fact is 55% they treat with their Government given authority- hate them- and 45% are into it- sucked in- not- who cares- either way 55% are onto them- the only reason their not winning yet is this Government and all the world Governments- wint take away that power- yet it only takes one to turn the tables- the reality is people are different- some cant do the sick and the swallow- some can- different people, different realities, upbringings, neighborhoods, families, friends, circumstances, lessons, etc etc. if you think you are poison- and you believe it is- no matter what anyone says- thats what its going to be and do- most people speak from what they feel think believe, telling them thats stupid- is a crime of the lowest- or is it the highest order. about as low as you can be to someone- to mess with their honesty their pain their fear belief trust authoritavely like they do- "whilst knowing” their going to cause brain damage to them, at the same time,- so, consdiering 55/45- and 75% f the 100% spent- lets say 40% of the budget- is wasted- and used purely for self, profit, prestige, look at me shit it is- as far as im concerned 80 to 90% of Mh Psychiatry- when you strip it all back- is- LOOK AT ME. All to get a big pat on the back from the cult leaders- to get in, get on, with the Psychiatric cult, with the DSM bible.
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